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AIA Ohio Bylaws Amendments Explanation 

1. Cover page – address change to reflect new AIA Ohio address

2. Article 1, section 1.04 (a) – remove reference to the American Institute of Architects because

the Ohio Valley Region is not chartered by the AIA.

3. Article 2, section 2.05 – remove reference to the Secretary – the Secretary does not enroll

members in AIA Ohio.  Remove reference to newsletter announcement of new members – AIA

Ohio does not do this.

4. Article 2, section 2.06 – strike this section because it’s not relevant.

5. Article 2, section 2.1 – strike this section because AIA Ohio doesn’t confer honorary

membership.

6. Article 3, section 3.04 and 3.05 – clarifies how members may waive or reduce dues; clarifies

process for Executive Director to approve waivers already approved by local components.

7. Article 3, section 3.06 – remove requirement that Emeritus members must pay supplemental

dues during the time in which they are ‘actively involved in the practice of architecture’.  New

emeritus membership requirements provide that to be Emeritus, one must be retired.

8. Article 3, section 3.12 – delete this provision as it outlines that AIA Ohio may request

termination of membership due to lack of dues payment by April 30.  AIA Ohio does not do this

and leaves it up to the Institute to terminate membership.

9. Article 3, section 3.21 – remove reference to supplemental dues as an obligation, because not

every member must pay them.  Remove ‘thirty days’ as the timeframe for the notice.  AIA Ohio

relies on the Institute to notify members that they will be lapsed for not paying dues.

10. Article 3, section 3.31 – remove reference to Jan. 2 because most members pay their dues prior

to the end of the year.

11. Article 4, section 4.03 – outlines that the President of AIA Ohio appoints the Ohio members of

the Regional assembly (not a board election).

12. Article 5, section 5.01 (b) – allows for future annual meetings of AIA Ohio to be held via

electronic means, as long as each member can hear and be heard.

13. Article 5, section 5.022 – added to allow for Board meetings to be conducted virtually, as long as

Board members can hear and be heard.

14. Article 5, section 5.052 – removes reference to personal delivery for notices of special meetings;

adds electronic mail as a method for notifying members of a special meeting.
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15. Article 5, section 5.11 – allows for notice of the annual meeting of AIA Ohio to be made via

electronic mail.

16. Article 5, section 5.13 – removes reference to the Book of Minutes – AIA Ohio keeps minutes of

meetings electronically.  Removes requirement that meeting minutes be signed by the

Secretary.  AIA Ohio does not practice this.

17. Article 5, section 5.22 – change ‘require’ to ‘request’.  A roll call vote can be taken upon request.

18. Article 5, section 5.23 – notice that exception to proxy voting is outlined in 6.04.

19. Article 6, section 6.04 – allows for a component to appoint a proxy from its Executive

Committee specifically and only for honor awards voting, in the event that the director and

alternate director cannot attend the meeting where the honor awards voting takes place.

20. Article 6, section 6.04 (a) – adds emeritus members to the list of members counted for the

weighted vote.  This has been the practice – weighted vote is determined by the number of total

members.

21. Article 6, section 6.05 – adds clarity by specifying members of the Strategic Council

22. Article 6, section 6.08 – This section is a bit vague, it is titled National Director, but the language

references ‘National office holder’.  This amendment would change ‘national office holder’ to

‘member of the Institute Board of Directors’.  It would allow an Ohio member on the National

Board to be a voting member of AIA Ohio’s board, the same allowance that is made for

members of the Strategic Council.

23. Article 6, section 6.12 – changes reflect current practice of reporting to the Board so they are

aware of who makes up the Nominating Committee.

24. Article 6, section 6.12 (b) and (c) – allows the Nominating Committee to present a candidate

should the Secretary or Treasurer not want to become President-elect.

25. Article 6, section 6.14 (a) – allows slate of candidates to be sent via email (as is practice).

26. Article 6, section 6.15 – This clause clarifies process when more than one person is nominated

for an office.  Requires a printed ballot at the Annual Meeting, instead of mailed to all members.

Correction to section 6.15(a) removes reference to mailed ballots.

27. Article 6, section 6.16 – removes ‘directorship’ because AIA Ohio doesn’t vote on the directors

to the Board.  They are selected by the local components.

28. Article 6, section 6.213 and 6.214 – clarifies that the Secretary and Treasurer ascend to

President-elect upon completion of their term.

29. Article 6, section 6.22 – removes language that defines the terms of the Directors to the AIA

Ohio Board.  Terms are set by the local components when they appoint/elect them.
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30. Article 6, section 6.23 and 6.23 (b) – removes the Schools Director from this because the schools

don’t elect/appoint the Schools Representative.  Clarifies that the President of AIA Ohio

appoints this position.

31. Article 6, section 6.32 (a) – removes reference to the President of AIA Ohio as male (his).

Replaces ‘designate’ with ‘designee’.

32. Article 6, section 6.343 – establishes that the AIA Ohio Secretary is also Secretary of the Ohio

Valley Region Assembly, and that this person may be appointed by the President as one of

Ohio’s voting delegates.

33. Article 6, section 6.35 – clarifies that the Treasurer may authorize management and collection of

monies (instead of stating that the Treasurer collects monies on behalf of AIA Ohio, because

they do not).  Clarifies that the Treasurer supervises AIA Ohio’s finances.  Removes reference

that the Treasurer ‘keep the records and books of account’.

34. Article 6, section 6.353 (a) – propose to strike this entire clause.  It releases the treasurer from

liability after receipt of the annual audit.  But 6.353 states that the treasurer is not personally

liable for any financial actions if performed in good faith.

35. Article 6, section 6.345 – establishes that the AIA Ohio Treasurer is also Treasurer of the Ohio

Valley Region Assembly, and that this person may be appointed by the President as one of

Ohio’s voting delegates.

36. Article 6, section 6.411 – notes that the Executive committee can set meetings in a manner

determined by the committee (allows for electronic meetings).

37. Article 6, section 6.412 – removes reference to a written call for a special meeting of the

Executive Committee, and allows for special meetings of the Executive Committee to be

conducted in a manner determined by the Executive Committee.

38. Article 6, section 6.43 – removes requirement that EC minutes must be signed by the secretary.

39. Article 7, section 7.01 – stipulates that the board recommends to the annual meeting of

members the budgets for the next two fiscal years (as opposed to the next one fiscal year).

Removes references to specific expenses – these may change over time.

40. Article 7, section 7.011 – moves the date by which a budget must be passed from November 1

to December 1.

41. Article 7, section 7.03 – clarifies that the audit takes place by a contracted (not employed) CPA.

Removes reference to when the audit is presented to the board.  AIA Ohio has no control over

how quickly the audit is conducted.

42. Article 8, section 8.01 – removes reference to the AIA Ohio office required to be in Columbus.

Changes this to Franklin County.
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43. Article 8, section 8.02 – AIA Ohio contracts with an association management company – the AIA

Ohio Executive Vice President is not employed by AIA Ohio.  This amendment would correct the

bylaws to reflect that the Executive Vice President is contracted by the board.

44. Article 8, section 8.32 – amendments to this section would correct the reference of AIA Ohio as

Corporation (changing it to Society).  Corrects reference of Directors as ‘Trustees’.  This appears

to have been copied from another document (probably a long time ago) and was never adjusted

to reflect AIA Ohio nomenclature.

45. Article 8, section 8.33 – the amendment here that would replace Society with Board reflects AIA

Ohio current practice.  The Board authorizes insurance coverage purchases for AIA Ohio.

46. Article 8, section 8.41 – removes reference to Ohio Valley Region as ‘of the American Institute of

Architects’ and ‘under charter issued by the board of the AIA’ because the Region is not officially

chartered by the Institute.

47. Article 9, section 9.13 – clarifies that ‘the counsel’ for AIA Ohio is meant to be legal counsel.
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2020 AIA Ohio President’s Annual Report 
 
The year 2020 has been a very unusual year to say the least.  In March, the COVID-19 pandemic hit us all, and we 
are still reeling from its effects.  We did have some good news for 2020.  Earlier this year, Bowling Green State 
University received their accreditation from the National Architectural Accreditation Board (NAAB).  We now 
have five Schools of Architecture within the state of Ohio.  Congratulations to Bowling Green State University!  
In the middle of the year, AIA Eastern Ohio became AIA Youngstown.  Congratulations to AIA Youngstown!  This 
was the first year that we did a Virtual Design Awards and Virtual Annual Meeting.  With the unknown for 2021, 
these are likely to remain in place for next year, and possibly future years. 
 
With the pandemic upon us we had very different issues to start off the year, and yet still work with all of the 
initiatives that have been discussed in the past strategic planning sessions.  In March we addressed the 
pandemic with the COVID-19 Task Force.  The Task Force worked quickly in March to put together a list of 
architects and consultants who work in the healthcare field.  This list was shared with state leaders, local health 
departments and various other agencies across the state.  The Coronavirus pandemic had disrupted standard 
processes surrounding how we educate students at every level.  In June we had the Design for Safe Schools 
Charrette to get information together and possible solutions to help the state’s school districts for startup in the 
fall.  Policy and protocols for how we interfaced with the current educational environment needed to be  
reshaped, and our local and statewide leaders needed valuable information to influence pressing decisions.  AIA 
Ohio was interested in rallying architecture students, emerging professionals, and experienced architects to 
explore alternate solutions for K-12 and higher education facilities which would help administrators prepare for 
students returning to in-person classes this fall.  We had hoped that policymakers would be able to consider 
these innovative solutions to influence their plans and justify resource allocations to transform our educational 
environments and improve school safety. 
 
We are coming to the end of the three year Strategic Plan that was established in 2018, and are in the process of 
working on a new Strategic Plan for the upcoming years.  A Strategic Plan Task Force was established with our 
President-elect, Karen Planet, AIA, that has been meeting almost weekly in an effort to start to get things in 
place for 2021 and beyond.  With all of the unknowns for 2021, we are having to deal with virtual, hybrid and in-
person meetings and activities, including a Convention, and how to include sponsorship for these events.  
 
From our Strategic Plan of 2018, our main focus for the year was going to be Membership.  Our goal was to 
increase our current membership of 2,147 by 200 members.  With the COVID-19 pandemic, membership was 
not addressed, as everyone across the United States was hit with this and membership numbers across the 
board were not increasing.  We were still able to keep our two spots on AIA National’s Strategic Council.  
Representation on the Strategic Council is based on membership.  Any region that has at least 4% of total AIA 
Membership can have two representatives to the Strategic Council. 
 
In conclusion, it has been an honor and privilege to serve AIA Ohio for the past several years and as the 2020 
President of AIA Ohio.  A special thanks goes out to the current Executive Board:  Past President, John Kelleher, 
AIA; President-elect, Karen Planet, AIA; Secretary, Aaron Hill, AIA; and Treasurer, John Orsini, AIA for their 
support, and the members of all of the components and committee chairs who sit on the Board of Directors.  
Thank you also to our Executive Director, Kate Brunswick, Hon. AIA for her untiring support and efforts in 
keeping the membership updated weekly on activities and programs across the state in the various components, 
and keeping me in line.  I could not have done this without the support of all of you.  One last thank you goes 
out to my husband Ed Glowacki, AIA, who has supported me in all of the endeavors that I have carried out.  
Thank you one and all! 
 
Mary L. Glowacki, AIA 
President, AIA Ohio 
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AIA Akron, 
$7,990.00 

AIA Cincinnati, 
$29,597.00 

AIA Cleveland, 
$15,380.00 
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$28,661.00 

AIA Dayton, 
$32,582.00 

AIA Toledo, 
$27,025.00 

AIA 
Youngstown, 
$23,262.00 
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AIA OHIO - 2020-21 BUDGET

2019 Amended Year-to-Date Projected Approved Proposed Amended Proposed

Year-End 2020 Budget 7.31.2020 2020 Year-end 2021 Budget 2021 Budget 2022 Budget

INCOME

1110   Member Dues 202,156.80$    199,914.20$   201,755.56$   201,755.56$     214,200.00$  188,429.80$              191,252.00$    

1120   Supplemental Dues 91,382.45$      88,226.80$    89,461.47$     89,461.47$       91,000.00$    82,244.45$                82,250.00$    

1130  Associate Dues 14,462.43$      14,701.17$        14,495.94$     14,495.94$      17,371.00$       12,475.00$                 12,660.00$     

1220  Directory 6,300.00$      5,500.00$     5,500.00$     5,500.00$       4,500.00$      8,415.00$                  8,415.00$       

1350  State Convention 400.00$         -$               -$               -$                 -$                75,000.00$              80,000.00$   

1355 Programs To Be Determined -$                 -$               -$               -$                 -$                50,000.00$              100,000.00$ 

1356  Regional Convention Profit 12,494.62$      -$               -$               -$                 7,000.00$      -$                           -$                

1360  Awards Program 17,200.00$     12,500.00$    4,875.00$      13,875.00$      20,250.00$    17,000.00$               20,250.00$    

1610  Interest/Dividends 25,808.01$      -$               -$               -$                 20,000.00$   -$                           -$                

1625  Affinity Programs 5,454.88$        4,125.00$       2,476.73$       4,125.00$        3,500.00$      3,500.00$                 4,000.00$     

1660  AIA Revenue Sharing 13,622.47$       7,500.00$      5,584.47$       10,000.00$    10,000.00$    7,500.00$                 7,500.00$      

1665  AIA CACE Stipend -$                 -$               -$               -$                 1,000.00$      1,000.00$                 1,000.00$      

1670  Transfer from Operating Reserves -$                 11,651.07$       -$               19,020.00$     15,000.00$               -$                

1620  Miscellaneous 600.00$          -$               -$               -$                 -$                -$                           -$                

1675  State Disaster Assistance 6,825.00$       -$               -$               2,500.00$       6,500.00$      -$                           4,000.00$     

TOTAL INCOME 396,706.66$ 344,118.24$  324,149.17$  341,712.97$     414,341.00$  460,564.25$             511,327.00$   

EXPENSES

2110  Administration 237,450.00$  242,911.00$   161,940.68$   242,911.00$     247,283.00$   242,911.00$               246,554.67$   

2120  Audit/Accounting 7,190.00$        8,500.00$     430.00$         7,900.00$       8,500.00$      8,500.00$                 8,600.00$      

2125  Foundation Dues Assessment 27,282.25$       26,921.10$      -$               26,921.10$        28,730.00$    24,767.00$                25,144.00$     

2130  Insurance 1,753.00$        2,000.00$     1,003.00$      1,800.00$        2,000.00$      2,000.00$                 2,500.00$      

2140  Supplies/Storage 3,891.00$        1,965.00$       1,205.17$         1,965.00$        4,600.00$      4,600.00$                 4,800.00$      

2150  Postage 185.45$            100.00$         60.51$             100.00$           500.00$         500.00$                    500.00$         

2160  Printing & Copies 1,766.16$          750.00$         707.52$           800.00$          900.00$         1,000.00$                 1,500.00$       

2170  Telephone 2,906.59$       2,400.00$     1,266.34$       2,400.00$       4,200.00$      2,500.00$                 2,500.00$      

2210  Legislative 849.74$           500.00$         92.98$            100.00$           10,000.00$    2,000.00$                 3,000.00$     

2220  Directory 4,065.63$       4,500.00$     3,885.00$      3,885.00$       4,500.00$      4,000.00$                4,000.00$     

2270  Member Communications (newsletter, alerts, web site)1,860.66$        1,500.00$      1,371.66$         1,371.66$          1,500.00$       1,500.00$                  1,800.00$       

2310  AXP Coordinator -$                 -$               -$               -$                 1,500.00$       500.00$                    500.00$         

2320  Associates 805.00$          2,800.00$     2,372.23$        2,372.23$         5,200.00$      3,500.00$                 5,000.00$     

2350  State Conv. 618.12$             310.72$           310.72$           310.72$             -$                60,000.00$              60,000.00$   

2351  Chapter Share 6,256.75$        -$               -$               -$                 -$                7,500.00$                 10,000.00$    

2355 Programs to be Determined -$                 -$               -$               -$                 -$                40,000.00$              80,000.00$   

2360  Awards 12,764.01$       10,850.00$    4,100.00$      19,500.00$     16,500.00$    14,000.00$               15,000.00$    

2410  Board Retreat -$                 9,000.00$     -$               8,000.00$      -$                10,000.00$               -$                

2420  Board/Committee Meetings 5,199.95$         2,500.00$     1,858.31$        2,500.00$       6,200.00$      3,000.00$                4,000.00$     

2450  AIA Ohio Day at Statehouse 2,626.59$        2,723.14$        2,723.15$        2,723.15$          3,000.00$     3,000.00$                3,500.00$      

2510  AIA National Convention 6,689.82$        865.78$          865.78$          865.78$            7,500.00$      6,000.00$                6,500.00$      

2520  AIA National Grassroots 3,097.72$        5,500.00$     3,680.09$      3,680.09$       4,500.00$      3,500.00$                 3,500.00$      

2530  CACE Meeting 3,085.54$       -$               -$               -$                 2,500.00$      1,500.00$                  1,500.00$       

2535  State Local Government Network -$                 -$               -$               -$                 2,000.00$      2,500.00$                 2,500.00$      

2610  Bank Charges/Investment Fees 7,432.90$        240.00$         140.00$          240.00$          8,000.00$     240.00$                     240.00$          

2620  Credit Card Processing 952.40$           500.00$         344.09$         500.00$          2,500.00$      2,500.00$                 3,100.00$       

2625  BWC Group Rate Coverage 120.00$           225.00$          120.00$          120.00$           225.00$          150.00$                     150.00$          

2630  Miscellaneous -$                 100.00$         -$               100.00$           100.00$          100.00$                     100.00$          

2640  Regional Membership Assessment 13,050.00$     3,256.50$      3,256.50$      3,256.50$        13,200.00$     -$                           -$                

2645  Foundation Marr Contribution 1,000.00$       1,000.00$      -$               1,000.00$       1,000.00$      1,000.00$                 1,000.00$      

2660  Prior Year Expense 1,690.24$        -$               (400.00)$       (400.00)$        -$                -$                           -$                

2673  CARES Grants 5,800.00$      3,000.00$     1,200.00$      2,000.00$      5,000.00$     3,000.00$                3,000.00$     

2671  Schools Competition -$                 4,000.00$     -$               4,000.00$      6,000.00$     4,000.00$                4,000.00$     

2676  AIA Ohio Special Initiatives 6,117.30$          5,000.00$     5,000.00$     5,000.00$      10,000.00$    -$                           -$                

2680  State Disaster Assistance 4,349.41$        200.00$         -$               2,500.00$       6,700.00$      -$                           3,500.00$      

TOTAL EXPENSES 370,856.23$  344,118.24$  197,533.73$  348,422.23$  414,338.00$ 460,268.00$            507,988.67$  

NET INCOME (EXPENSE) 25,850.43$    -$                126,615.44$  (6,709.26)$      3.00$               296.25$                      3,338.34$       
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AIA Ohio President–elect Report by Karen Planet, AIA 
 
It would be hard to imagine anyone saying that 2020 has been just another typical year in 
any respect.  The same is true for my role serving as President-elect of AIA Ohio.  As the 
New Year started, I attended AIA Grassroots in New Orleans and was focused on organizing 
a strategic planning meeting for November 2020 that would have brought together leaders 
across the state to envision updates to the long-term strategic plan for AIA Ohio.  Then the 
global pandemic happened and everything changed. 
 
As an organization, we quickly pivoted and changed our plan from updating our long-term 
strategic plan to a focus on short-term strategic and financial planning for 2020 and 2021.  
Throughout the year, we gathered via zoom to examine our mission, develop our vision, 
focus on our financial strengths, and reimagine how AIA could better serve our members 
and the community.  The opportunity to do a deep dive into our strengths and weaknesses 
as an organization and develop creative strategies for the coming year is truly a silver 
lining to this turbulent year.  Although we will likely not be able to meet in person next 
year, I believe we have put together a series of engaging programs focused on advocacy, 
design, and innovation that I look forward to seeing unfold in 2021. 
 
As chair of the AIA Ohio Strategic & Financial Planning task group, I want to express my 
sincere thanks and gratitude to the members who answered the call and volunteered to 
help design the short-term strategic vision and financial plan for AIA Ohio.  The 
membership has been well served by the visionary leadership of the task group including: 
Mary Glowacki, AIA, Aaron Hill, AIA, John Kelleher, AIA, Michael Mauch, AIA, John Orsini, 
AIA, Bruce Sekanick, FAIA, Emily Steiner Little, AIA, and Kate Brunswick, CAE, Hon. AIA.   
 
I would be amiss if my report ended without mentioning two board members who have 
dedicated countless hours to the organization over the past years.  Our current Past 
President, John Kelleher, AIA will be leaving the board at the end of this year.  I’m thankful 
for John’s dedication and years of service to the organization and his ability to keep our 
discussions spirited and lively.  I would also like to recognize our 2020 President Mary 
Glowacki, AIA.  We were fortunate to have Mary’s steady hand and unflappable grace 
guiding our organization through this turbulent year.  She has served us well as the 
President of our organization and I look forward to her continued involvement next year. 
 
Although 2021 may not look like a typical year, we will all travel this new adventure 
together and I am optimistic about what we have planned for the year ahead and look 
forward to the opportunity to serve AIA Ohio’s members as your 2021 President. 
 
Karen Planet, AIA 
2020 AIA Ohio President-elect 
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AIA Strategic Council Annual Report 
 
Date:  October 27, 2020 
 
To:  Ohio Valley Region – AIA Indiana/AIA Kentucky/AIA Ohio 
 
From:    Jeffrey C. Stivers, AIA, 2018-2020 OVR Representative to the AIA Strategic Council 
  Terry Welker, FAIA, 2019-2021 OVR Representative to the AIA Strategic Council 
 
Subject: AIA Strategic Council Update 

 
Recent activities participated in by representatives to the AIA Strategic Council: 
 
2021 OVR Representation on the Strategic Council 
 
Going into 2021, there will be four representatives on the Strategic Council from the Ohio Valley Region.   
 

• Terry Welker, FAIA (Ohio) – 2019-2021 OVR Regional Representative 

• Randall Vaughn, AIA (Kentucky) – 2020-2021 At Large Representative 

• Yanitza Brongers-Marrero, AIA (Ohio) – 2021-2023 OVR Regional Representative 

• Lora Teagarten, AIA (Indiana) – 2021-2022 At Large Representative 
 
Regional representation by two representatives was re-acquired going into 2021 on the strength of the OVR 
constituting 4.07% of the total membership of the Institute.  The threshold for maintaining two regional 
representatives remains 4.0% of the total membership of the Institute.  Details below: 
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Future Representation on the Strategic Council 

Over the course of 2019/2020, the Regions Task Force (on which Terry served) was convened and charged with 
executing Resolution 18-7:  Repositioning, Member Value and a Study of AIA Regions.  After subsequent phases 
of information gathering, research and discussion, four scenarios were developed and presented to the Board 
with regard to the structure of Regions and the make-up of the Strategic Council.  The Board has voted to move 
forward with the “Adaptive Reuse of State Components” scenario in which each state will have the opportunity 
to have a representative on the Council.  Official adoption by the Institute of these recommended changes is 
slated to occur at the 2021 Annual Meeting. 

In the meantime, another task force is moving forward with developing a proposed transition plan.  While many 
details have yet to be figured out, some of the preliminary attributes of this new structure are as follows: 

• Each state will have at least one Councilor elected to serve on the Strategic Council for a 3-year term. 

• New York and California will each have three Councilors.  Texas will have two Councilors. 

• All currently elected Councilors will serve out their complete terms. 

• The President, Past President and CACE President will likely be ex-officio members of the Council. 

• The restructuring will be a multi-year rollout beginning in 2022. 

• Formal Regions will be dissolved.  Continued joint and cooperative operations between components 
(such as IN, KY and OH) can continue to function through MOU’s. 

Moving forward, the Task Force has been charged with figuring out the details and a plan for phased 
implementation.  Given what we know today, it is possible, that Indiana and/or Kentucky would have the 
opportunity to elect a representative to the Council for 2022. This is purely conjecture at this point.  Whether 
either of which is an opportunity will depend upon the details of the roll out and whether this is actually 
approved at the next annual meeting in 2021.  Look for more details concerning this change in 2021, particularly 
with regard to implications for constituent groups who operate within the current regional structure (including 
YAF, NAC, CoF and SfX). 

2020 Strategic Council Activities 

Needless to say, 2020 has been a year for the books.   The Council, and the Institute at large, have never been 
more nimble, flexible and responsive to the world we find ourselves in.  The work of the Council in particular has 
continued on.  2020 Activities in which both Terry and I participated in as Council Representatives of the OVR 
included: 

• AIA IN, KY and OH Component Meetings 

• AIA OVR Assembly 

• 2020 Grassroots – New Orleans 

• 2020 Annual Meeting  

• 2020 Knowledge Leadership Assembly  

• Strategic Council Virtual Assemblies (every other month) 

• Secretary’s Advisory Committee (Jeff – monthly) 

• Rural Issues Work Group Meetings (monthly) 

• Council Class Calls (monthly) 

• Council Best Practices Committee (Jeff, as committee chair - monthly) 

• Council Steering Committee (Jeff – monthly) 

• Regions Task Force (Terry – monthly) 

• …and other associated virtual events, meetings and calls… 

2020 Strategic Council Work Groups 
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This year, the Council has assembled Work Groups to explore the following issues and topics: 

• Beyond 2030 

• Housing 

• Technology’s Impact on Practice 

• Mental Health and Architecture (Incubator work group) 

• Rural Agenda (Incubator work group) 

Both Terry and I served on the Rural Agenda Work Group, with Terry taking on the additional responsibility of 

being Co-Convener of this group in 2020.  The purpose of this incubator group was to determine if there is 
the need for further investigation, study, and recommendations to better inform AIA and practicing 
architects of significant future issues that will affect the architectural profession.  Particularly in areas 
considered to be “rural”. 

For more detailed information on the recent work of the Strategic Council, I refer you to the companion 
documents accompanying this summary: 

• October 23, 2020 Friday Recap Communique (internal to the Council) 

• September 23, 2020 Rural Issues Incubator Group Studies, Research and Conclusions (draft) 

• 2020 Knowledge Leadership Assembly Recordings 

In Closing… 

On behalf of Terry and myself, it has been our distinct honor to represent Indiana, Kentucky and Ohio on the 
Strategic Council over the course of 2020.  In all instances we have attempted to uphold the established track 
record of strong leadership, volunteerism and service exhibited by prior Council Representatives and national 
officers.   

On a slightly more personal note, as I cycle off of the Council at the end of this year, my intention is to remain 
involved and in service to the Institute, the membership and you in some capacity.  If there is every anything I 
can do for you, please do not hesitate to reach out to me (jstivers@rosstarrant.com).  

Should there be any questions regarding any of the information contained within this brief report, please feel 
free to reach out to Terry (Terry.Welker@ketteringoh.org) or myself.  We would we only too happy to offer 
additional clarification. 

Respectfully submitted,  

 

Jeffrey C. Stivers, AIA, AIA Strategic Council, OVR Representative 

cc.  Terry Welker, FAIA, AIA Strategic Council, OVR Representative 
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AIA Young Architect Regional Director Annual Report 
October 30, 2020 
 
Seth Duke, AIA, OVR Young Architect Regional Director 

 
• Regional Emerging Professionals Committee (EPiC): 

o Continued progress towards connecting emerging professionals at the regional 
level based on Young Architect and Emerging Professional groups from other AIA 
Regions and States 

o In-person EP Summit had to be postponed due to COVID-19, but currently working 
towards a series of virtual events 

o Via AIA Cincinnati we were able to have a virtual event about resources and 
opportunities for Emerging Professionals within AIA 

 
• YAF National Update: 

o The YAF Community workgroup has published a “How to Start or Grow an 
Emerging Professional Committee” toolkit, as well as a “How to Facilitate the 
Emerging Professional Friendly Firm Program” toolkit as resources for AIA 
components 

o The YAF Strategic Vision workgroup has focused on practice innovation and has 
begun partnering with AIAS beginning with a series of virtual Practice Innovation 
Labs 

o The YAF Communications workgroup has continued to publish our Connection 
quarterly publication available on Issuu.  Our Q3 issue has been broken into two 
parts and focuses on Equity, Diversity, and Inclusion 

 
• YAF and NAC Representation 

o I will be continuing as YARD through 2021 
o Jonathan Ruiz, Associate AIA from AIA Kentucky will be replacing Ashley 

Thornberry as Regional Associates Director for 2021-2022. 
o There are YAF and NAC representatives on a task force looking at the future 

representation for YAF and NAC following the potential elimination of AIA regions 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Seth Duke, AIA 
OVR Young Architect Regional Director 
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Small Firm Exchange (SFx) 
An AIA National Member Group

 

Regional Representative Report / 2020 Q3               Facebook 
Christopher Toddy, AIA – AIA Ohio Valley Regional Representative and SFx Practice Workgroup Chair             Instagram 
christopher@architects-llc.cc or (440) 239-9560                  Twitter 

AIA Small Firm Exchange Website Flipboard 

SFx Mission & Objectives                  

Advancing the mutual interests of architects practicing in small firms. 

• Advocate for small firms within the AIA and in outside organizations and agencies 

• Promote leadership in small firm professional development and practice 

• Facilitate and support the local component round tables and small firm networks 

Especially at this time, let us know how AIA & AIA SFx can support your smaller architectural firm.  We will do our best. 
 

Influence – Promoting the Value of Architects 

SFx is advocating for small firm recognition at local and regional design awards.  

• Use the AIA Small Project awards categories to advocate for visibility at your local chapters.  

Blue links below to advocate the value of Architects within your community and for sustainability: 

• Advocate the value of Architects within your community!   

• Become part of the solution by engaging in your community!    

• Create resiliency in projects and promote thoughtful use of resources!  

• Use the AIA Framework for Design Excellence in project goals!  We see its Social & Climate Justice importance.   

We want to hear from you!  If you have small firm advocacy issues, reach out to your SFx regional rep. listed above!  
 

The AIA National Conference on Architecture – Small-Firm Relevance 

The SFx Conference Workgroup is focused on creating small-firm webinars in 2020-2021, as well as having a relevant presence 

at A’21 in Philadelphia.  For A’21, SFx is planning an Open Forum, a Happy Hour at a small firm close to the convention 

(i.e., Digsau), Tours, and other small-firm relevant programming.  Plan on joining us in Philadelphia!  Submit your own CEU 

session proposal and become a CEU session peer reviewer.  Open call for A’21 sessions expected in October.   

SFx representatives can be a speaker at your next state or regional conference; let us know.  This speaker can share resources 

that especially address the needs of 75% of local firms.   
 

Small-Firm Practice Resources 

We are finalizing a “Fall Small-Firm Practice Webinar Series.”  Stay tuned for more information at the SFx webpage.   

SFx proposed additional “small-firm” benefits to the AIA Trust; these are being considered.  See the new “Firm-Starting 

Resources” button on the AIA Trust webpage, combining existing AIA Trust resources with AIA SFx additions.   

SFx Lien Rights Awareness Initiative: with the help of state components and their local attorneys, SFx offers customized lien 

rights awareness presentations for webinar or conference, for the benefit of architects within your state.   

The Small Firm Compensation Report is out!   

Visit the AIAU website for the SFx-created AIAU Small Firm Series!   

Use this time to re-create your business plan using the SFx Business Plan Beta Template for Small Architectural Firms.   

The results of the SFx / SPP / CRAN survey can be found here: Business Models for Small Architectural Firms.   

Here is a resource of Videos to educate your clients – link via your own website.   
 

Small-Firm Outreach & Communication 

Follow us with these links:  Follow SFx on Flipboard, for small firm relevant articles!  

At A’18 and A’19, SFx conducted a number of interviews of small firm architects from around the country and posted them on 

Spotify, and YouTube – Click here to hear their stories and sign-up to tell us yours.  

Our Instagram @AIA_SFX account highlights the work of small firms; send us your work via this link. 

SFx continues to connect with all the AIA Knowledge Communities and to convey their resources to small firms as possible.  We 

have these KC leaders speak at our monthly SFx all-call discussions.   
 

2020 Regional Representation 

For 2020 SFx Regional Representatives, see the Small Firm Exchange Roster at the SFx Website.  Note that AIA SFx is still 

looking for regional representatives for Mid-Atlantic and Florida / Caribbean – contact us if interested in joining.   
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